
A SUGGESTED CHANGE TO THE PN REACTION SCHEMA 

 

Once upon a time in a forum far, far away, a wizard created a thing called PhotoNet.  Among all the 

features, bells & whistles, Phil provided a way to gauge reactions in a ranking schema within several 

different areas.  It was set up to deliver between 1 and 5 stars.  The natives loved it for nearly two 

decades. 

 

There are rating/ranking methods available for Invision—core, free and paid plug-ins.  This may be 

something to consider in the future for user Galleries or in a Premium subscriber group.  But we have an 

existing “Like” thingie that contains confusing, sad, and utterly unhelpful (pun intended) icons and 

reaction choices.  As a village focused on image enthusiasts, this is pretty contextually blind in 

presentation—and only serves as a petting party to the default and ultimate choices. 

 

Much snarky comment has been fomenting among the regular users due to this.  Now a new factor—

some who have not been active for years are returning to the fold.  They are stuck in the past—and 

seem predisposed to whine loudly.  Let’s ignore that and give something of value that would amuse 

both camps! 

 

Consider reshaping the present Reaction function to a blast from the past, and a basic rating system that 

adds to a member’s reputation.  Sounds like a complicated thing—but it can be done in under 15 

minutes!  This is how it would look as shown in this screen capture: 

 

 
 

All three states are shown: default Like icon, recorded reactions, and the selection bar is shown with the 

mouse on hover to the middle, number three selection.   

 

 

 

 

 



This is the pertinent ACP screenshot: 

 

 
 

The task requires editing each category of reaction title, adding a new icon file to each, and ensuring 

that each category receives +1 reputation points.  The screenshot below details each part: 

 

 
 

The following conversion table details the changes: 

 

EXISTING TITLE NEW TITLE ICON POINTS 

Like One Star one-star1.png +1 

Sad Two Stars two-stars.png +1 

Confused Three Stars three-stars.png +1 

Haha Four Stars four-stars.png +1 

Thanks Five Stars five-stars.png +1 

 



And voila!  Happiness for many—with the proviso that some transient debate will ensue somewhere.  

The dichotomy lies in the fact that everyone can see who has left a certain reaction.  With this, they will 

be identified!  All said and told, such is just a very small bump that is quickly passed—just as is 

continually happening now as changes are made.  All for the greater good, yes? 

 

All icons are freely released for PhotoNet and its parts use without reservation, restriction, or 

attribution—and are of my own creation. 


